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This book assists the manufacturing companies to avoid circumstances of having a substantial amount of
working capital tied up in indirect materials, namely MRO Inventory. Padmanabha Matrix', the MRO

Inventory Management framework advices manufacturing companies on how to manage MRO Inventory
using five major processes. It recommends the manufacturing companies to classify the MRO spare parts at

every stage based on the process. The amalgamation of these processes that are developed in the framework is
unique to this book and has not been defined or addressed within this context in any previous research. The

decision chart that has been used in selection of Criticality, Lead time, Re-order point, Storage and
Replenishment of spare parts can generate more than 600 decisions for just a single spare part. Over 3 Million

decisions can be generated for a manufacturing company that has more than 5000 Stock Keeping Units.

Lack of effective and sustained parts management has a negative impact on your production planning.
Industrial MRO refers to the maintenance repair and operations of machinery and equipment used in an

integrated supply chain management model.

Mro Inventory Definition

inventory management services With our MRO inventory management services we assess workflow processes
for maintenance planning and asset management as well as the layout of equipment and facilities to ensure
that we are operating the clients storeroom at the highest degree of efficiency and at the lowest cost available
to your operation. Centralised Asset Management Systems such as IBM Maximo store the relevant data often

in very poor quality but cannot analyse or present it in a way that the business can use to deliver the
maintenance required and the optimum stock levels. As the focus on sourcing and procurement has gotten
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more attention since the global economic downturn several years ago MRO providers are playing a
significant role in supply chain management. MRO systems essentially seek to track the current location of
any business assets as well as the condition of those items. By properly managing your maintenance repair
and operations MRO inventory you can save 10 to 30 percent of your annual inventory dollars. Our MRO
inventory management solutions ensure you have the parts you need when you need them and at the best
possible cost. Yet it is still not managed with the level of rigor typically applied to production inventory.
When the team began to execute the MRO inventory optimization plan it quickly became. Controlling the
cost for equipment repairs requires careful management of the Maintenance Repair and Operational . The

Case for Managing MRO Inventory In many organizations maintenance repair and operations MRO inventory
accounts for a significant sliceas much as 40 percentof the annual procurement budget. Operating as MRO
Logistix MROL a whollyowned subsidiary these offsite services focus on consumption optimization and
reduction through Logistical Management. MRO items are consumed as part of the production and plant

maintenance process. The objective of MRO inventory management is to have an inventory which is neither
overstocked nor understocked. A MRO inventory management storeroom from a pharmaceutical

manufacturer tackles repair part inventory issues using. Rather I wanted to show how. Centralised Asset
Management Systems such as IBM Maximo store the relevant data often in very poor quality but cannot

analyse or present it in a way that the business can use to deliver the maintenance required and the optimum
stock levels. Effective parts planning is a delicate balance of what.
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